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It is PTZ Video Conference Camera with the 
wide-angle pan and tilt control that makes sure 
everyone is included in the screen, wherever 
they sit. The movement is so swift, smooth and 
quiet without any interference to the meeting.

Broadcasting-grade video PTZ cameras with 
advanced video image processing technology  support 
H.264 Slice and H.264 SVC coding which makes video 
conferencing fluent even under less than ideal 
bandwidth conditions. 

Seamless Pan & Tilt

Video Compression 
to Ensure Smooth Playing

Features

CMOS effectively ensures high SNR of 
camera video. Advanced 2D/3D noise 
reduction technology is also used to 
further reduce the noise, while ensuring 
image sharpness.

Low Noise and High SNR

Full HD 1080P Conference Room Webcam 
features Optical zoom lens, 1/2.8 inch high 
quality CMOS sensor, and up to 60fps frame 
rate. Even the people sitting far away can be 
present vividly.

Crystal-Clear Image



02.

USB video webcam is easy to set up and 
use with simple USB connectivity. Versatile 
function USB interface is compatible with 
USB 3.0 and USB 2.0 transmission, audio 
and encoding output, and UVC V1.1~1.5 
protocol.

CV800 Pro, as PTZ camera for meeting live streaming, allows simultaneous two stream output (YUY2, MJPEG, 
H.264 each of both) and support TCP/IP, HTTP, RTSP, RTMP, Onvif, DHCP, Multicast protocol. Easily link to 

streaming media server and deliver live content to online platforms for viewing.  

Features

PTZ camera as a conferencing solution for 
large meeting room are easily blend into 
your existing boardroom environment 
through RS232, RS485, network and 
USB port to control. Use CV800 Pro with 
your familiar control panel and no need to 
worry about compatibility.

Remote Control

Full Function USB Interface

Dual Streaming With Multiple Network Protocols



For better interaction，we suggest you using IQConference Cam CV800 Pro together with:

HARDWARE

SOFTWARE ZOOM Skype GotoMeeting

IQTouch TB1000 IQSpeakerphone S330

03.Product Overview


